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OptixEQ Looks at the 2019 Breeders’ Cup Sprint (G1)  

By Frank R. Scatoni 

 
 

INTRO 

This year’s $2 million Breeders’ Cup Sprint (G1)—a 6-furlong main-track affair—is one of the most 

interesting races on the program, since there are some supremely talented runners signed on to challenge 

for top honors in this 6-furlong event. There’s even a Japanese runner to really make this year’s race an 

international affair. Several of these are certainly talented enough to win, but there is one horse who I 

happen to think is sitting on a monster effort. Can you guess? 

The morning-line favorite—and rightfully so—is #4 MITOLE at 9/5; he’s won five of six this 

year, including three Grade Ones, but there are a few others who will take some heavy action, making this 

an interesting betting market to examine. And I’ll be very curious to see how the jocks play this one. 

I am going to showcase some of the elements of the new OptixPLOT2020, but just so you know 

what the entire platform looks like, here is the OptixPLOT2020 page for this race: 

 

 
 

QuadPct 

Before we look at the field, let’s first examine the QuadPct, since it’s extremely important to understand 

how the field stacks up against each other in terms of where the winners typically come from on this track 

and at this distance. QuadPct, which can be found in the sliding V-Bar on the upper-right part of the 

OptixPLOT2020 platform, shows the relative strength of each horse’s position on both the “Standard” 

and “Surface/Distance” Plots. Using “0” as the base-line, you can quickly assess which runners plot 

favorably relative to their competition (i.e., the higher the bar is above “0”, the stronger the position). 
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Note that you can also “show” or “hide” different categories, and that the data includes win percentage, 

exacta percentage, and in-the-money percentage, so you can really utilize this information when 

structuring your vertical wagers. Before I even look at the Plot, I like to have this data available to give 

me a good sense of which horses should really garner my attention. 

Here is the QuadPct for this year’s 2019 Breeders’ Cup Sprint (G1): 

 

 
 

Right off the bat, you can see that #4 MITOLE and #6 SHANCELOT figure strongly here, while #5 

ENGAGE seems up against it. The others are all fairly neutral to slightly negative, but we can examine 

them more when we get to the horse-by-horse analysis. Do keep in mind that a race like this, where every 

horse has a strong body of work to analyze—and where there is a lot of data for 6-furlong races run at 

Santa Anita—is going to present a fairly accurate picture of who the strongest contenders are. 

 

OptixPLOT2020 

Here is the OptixPLOT2020 for this race. We’ve got a strong green PlotFit, which means the data is 

highly interpretable. The “fire” Contention Rating means there are a lot of forwardly placed runners in 

Q1, but the surprisingly modest “030” SpeedRate suggests there won’t be a particularly quick pace for a 

race of this level with some really fast animals. That tells me that off-the-pace types are at a severe 

disadvantage, and that it wouldn’t surprise me if one of the early types shook loose and tried to run them 

all off their heels. 

 

 
 

The OptixRPM—which categorizes each horse’s run style and gives a positive, negative, or neutral 

designation based on the horse’s Plot position—shows a negative “red” marking for one runner, #5 

ENGAGE, but all of the others Plot really well in terms of their preferred run style and where they are 

situated on the Plot. 

 You’ll also see an OptixFIGRANGE, which projects the winning figure for the race (102-110), 

so you want to find horses who have either run in that range or project to. 

  

Now let’s look at the Plot itself: 
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OptixPLOT2020 shows both the “Standard” and “Surface/Distance” Plots side-by-side, so you can easily 

see which horses change position based on the various factors used to create the Plot. In this case, both 

Plots are very similar, giving us a really good indication of how this race should be run. Obviously, the 

Japanese invader, #10 MATERA SKY, doesn’t have U.S. data to analyze, so we’ll have to rely on 

OptixGRID for more info on him. 

 

PAST 3 RUNLINES 

You can access full past-performance data by clicking the “OptixGRID” button in the header, but it’s 

nice to have the most recent form-cycle information readily available right here in the OptixPLOT2020 

page. The fields for the “Past 3 Runlines” are pretty self-explanatory, but do note that there is a new 

category called “OptixALERTS,” which calls out positive form-cycle notes by hovering over the data. 
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Horse-by-Horse Analysis Using OptixPLOT2020 

Note: for more detailed trip-note information where applicable, you can go to OptixGRID and click on 

the Extended Comments. 

 

#1 CATALINA CRUISER (4/1) looks really good on OptixPLOT2020. I know he’s neutral on the 

QuadPct graph, but I can tell you from experience that horses who are situated as big squares in the 

middle of the Plot often run well. His OptixFIGS are right on the cusp of the winning range, and he 

enters this race off three solid wins in a row, all with good letter-grades. He has a lot of positives—but 

there is one big negative, and that’s the rail draw for a horse who isn’t naturally fast enough to make the 

lead but will have to be used early to maintain position so as not to get buried down inside. It’s possible 

he will luck into a good stalking trip while saving ground, but it’s also possible he’ll end up chasing some 

faster-early horses while eating a lot of dirt, making things a little tricky for him. Also note that he’s been 

racing longer distances and is kind of a horse without a Breeders’ Cup race that suits him (Classic is too 

far; he lost as odds-on in last year’s Mile; and 6-furlongs is probably too short). Yes, he’s won going this 

short before, but that hasn’t been his game in a very long time, and it’s hard for a horse to adapt to a 

different pace scenario, especially while breaking from the rail. I respect his Plot position, but I prefer him 

more for the underneath slots. 

 

#2 HOG CREEK HUSTLE (20/1) is a Grade 1 winner at 7-furlongs, but therein lies the rub: he’s a deep 

closer who needed every inch of those 7-furlongs to get the job done. He sits as a big box in Q4, so you 

know he will be running on late, but I’m not sure he’s going to get the pace in here to flatter that late run 

at this shorter distance, especially since there are horses who are pretty good who will get the jump on 

him. It’s no coincidence that the slowest figure he earned in his last three races was the one that came at 

6-furlongs. He’ll need a lot of help to sweep past the whole field to get up in time. 

 

#3 FIRENZE FIRE (12/1) plots very similar to Catalina Cruiser, a nice square near the middle of the 

Plot, so that means you should consider him for your exotics, since he’s a very consistent sort who should 

get a very good tracking trip in here. Unfortunately, he’s seen the tail end of several of the runners in this 

race, but it should be noted that he stepped up and ran the best race of his life last time, earning a strong 

OptixFIG and a B+ letter-grade. That said, he earned a TACTIC+ keyword, which means that the jock 

rode an exceptionally good race—yet this guy still lost to Imperial Hint, who he has to face again today. It 

seems like this guy needs a career-best to get top honors today, but his Plot position means he’s usable 

underneath at a square price. 

 

#4 MITOLE (9/5), the first Asmussen runner, has a lot going for him. He sits as a sizeable square in Q1, 

his QuadPct graphs are all strongly positive, and his OptixFIGS are among the strongest in the field. He 

has multiple Grade 1 wins, and he’s done it at 6-, 7-, and 8-furlongs. In other words, he’s a deserving 

favorite and a very classy animal. That said, while he’s capable of running some monster races at 6-

furlongs, note that the worst race of his last three came at today’s shorter distance, where he lost to 

Imperial Hint. Granted, he broke from the one-hole and his hand was forced to go hard along a bad rail at 

Saratoga, but nonetheless, he did lose at fifty-cents on the dollar. He has sharp early speed, but he will 

face some real heat two stalls to his outside, so while I do think he’s a deserving favorite, I also think he 

can be upset today. One thing I would like to note: Asmussen brought him out here a month ago, and by 

all accounts, he’s been training great. 
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#5 ENGAGE (15/1), the second Asmussen charge, seems up against it here, since he doesn’t Plot well 

and hasn’t earned an OptixFIG this year that seems fast enough to beat the fastest sprinters in the world. 

He also has a negative OptixRPM designation, and the keywords from his recent races don’t exactly 

inspire confidence: NO_LEAD and NO_LINE. That said, he has won two in a row since he moved to the 

Asmussen barn, and there must be a reason why the Hall of Famer thinks this one can compete with the 

likes of his stablemate—but I’m having a hard time seeing it. 

 

#6 SHANCELOT (4/1) looks like the horse to me, especially if he’s going to be 4/1. He looks a lot like 

Mitole—a big square in Q1, strong QuadPct data, OptixFIGS that are fast enough, and positive letter-

grades, including a rare “A” distinction three back. What I like most about him, however, is that he has a 

race over the track and two blazing works since. He does have two negative keywords from his last 

race—LONE and GALLOP-—but let me explain. Yes, he was all alone on an early lead, but his jock 

kept him well off the rail (which was golden that day), allowing Omaha Beach to sneak through and nail 

him at the wire. It was a terrible ride by Jaramillo, which is why he no longer has the mount—but in 

retrospect, I believe it served a purpose, since this guy must have gotten so much conditioning out of that 

race. Because of that, I don’t mind the GALLOP-, since that was his first try over a very tiring Santa 

Anita main track, and it’s starting to look like he wasn’t fully cranked that day anyway. I expect this 3-

year-old to break sharply, make the lead, rip it open leaving the backstretch, and force them all to come 

chase him down. 

 

#7 WHITMORE (15/1) is a cool old boy. You don’t win $2.6 million without showing up for work and 

running some big races. That said, his run style is going to make things tricky for him, since he’s a stretch 

runner who is going to need a lot of things to go his way in order to get up in time. He’ll also have to turn 

the tables on a bunch of runners who have already beaten him. His last three OptixFIGS aren’t fast 

enough to win this, and if he is another SLOG today by being off slowly, he’s going to just have too 

much to do. I respect his body of work, and I expect him to fire and run on late, but he seems better suited 

to underneath. 

 

#8 LANDESKOG—scratched. So that means Q1 got a little lighter, giving the forwardly placed runners 

even more of an advantage. 

 

#9 IMPERIAL HINT (4/1) is such a professional racehorse, he is such a pleasure to watch compete. Last 

time, in the Vosburgh (G1), Firenze Fire had every chance to get by this guy the whole length of the 

stretch, but this tiny pack of dynamite refused to yield, digging in and fending off that foe to the wire. It 

was definitely a HARD effort, so we’ll see if he can move forward off that, especially since he doesn’t 

have a work over this track. He’s also a circle in Q1, so while he’ll get a great stalking trip right outside 

Mitole and Shancelot, those two have shown stronger finishing ability of late. I’m not going to let that 

bother me too much, however, because his last two races were certainly fast enough on OptixFIGS, and 

you know he’s capable of running some big races—check out that A- two back. He’s a legitimate 

contender. 

 

#10 MATERA SKY (30/1) doesn’t Plot because of his Japanese races, but there are trip notes for him in 

the Past 3 Runlines—none of which suggest he can beat the best sprinters here. Three back, he did run a 

good second to the fast X Y Jet while beating Imperial Hint (who did not like the track that day), but he 

just chased the winner around the track while getting caught up in a favorable race FLOW. The last two 

times, he set the pace but had NO_FINISH. Granted, one was on turf and one was at 7-furlongs, so a 

return to form might be likely today—but this seems like a tough ask. 
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CONCLUSION 

This race seems pretty straightforward to me: all three Q1 runners are major contenders, but I think #6 

SHANCELOT is the one to beat given his race over the track. If he’s 3/1 or more, he’s a good win bet. I 

don’t see much value in the exotics, since #4 MITOLE and #9 IMPERIAL HINT are both legit, but I 

might try to sneak #3 FIRENZE FIRE and #7 WHITMORE into the trifecta mix. 


